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Across
2. traveling by standing on the side of the road
and asking for rides from passing vehicles,
usually by sticking out one’s thumb
5. the average height of the sea’s surface
8. an area of land where dead bodies are buried;
a cemetery
9. mixtures of liquids
10. graves, rooms, or buildings in which a dead
body is buried
11. a story that is handed down from the past that
may be based on fact but is not always
completely true
13. underground cemeteries made up of tunnels
and rooms
15. the traditional beliefs, stories, and customs of
a people
17. raised platforms made of wooden planks
19. a container in which a dead person is placed
for burying 
21. a slow wasting away of the body caused by a
disease called tuberculosis

Down
1. improved the condition of something
3. drinking in honor of someone
4. carved stones that mark the place where
people are buried
6. a piece of wood with a sharp point at one end
7. a religion that often involves the use of charms
and spells
12. places in the ground or along the sides of hills
from which large rocks are cut
14. areas of land where dead bodies are buried
16. to tempt someone to come close
18. the U.S. war between the Northern and
Southern states that lasted from 1861–1865
20. dead bodies
22. the preserved body of a dead person
23. objects that people believe will bring them
good luck
24. a hole dug in the ground where a dead
person is buried



Across
25. an underground room used to bury people
26. the life a person has after he or she dies
27. the mental or emotional state of a person or
group


